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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem
The purpose of this paper was to find out about
hyperactivity through the efforts of research literature.
This has been a deep concern of the author, as well as
medical science, educators, and parents. \Vhat is hyper-
activity? 'Yhat are its causes? How is it related to
foods, additives, dyes and allergies?
The hyperactive child has been given many names, and
even when it comes to describing such a child, it becomes
rather difficult because all hyperactive behavior is not
identical. ,Dr. Paul H. Wender says:
To give an accurate description of a hyperactive child
is sometimes a rather difficult task, not because the
attributes are unusual, but many of the symptoms are
present in all children to some degree at some particu-
lar time. l
We have always had this type of child~en, but they
were not labeled as Buch.
Ipaul H. Wender" M. D." The HyPerac'tive Chil<!. (New
York: Crown Publ'ishers, Inc., 1973), p'. 7.
1
.2
• • • People had different attitudes towards them,
based largely on ignorance • • • these children were
not labeled hyperactive, but were labeled lazy, undis-
ciplined, spoiled, or just plain bad.l
And, Dr. Mark Stewart says: It ••• a hyperactive
child is persistently overactive, distractible, impulsive,
2
and excitable in the eyes of his parents and teachers."
Dr. Gerald I. Sugarman, ,M. D., says:
••• Adults would say that such a child is "restless",
"impulsive", "hard to handle", "seems to be driven", and
because he lacks self control, he is "without brakes".
He has a hard time being accepted by friends, "won't
'take no for an answer", and usually "has trouble in
school". He tends to be compulsive and aggressive,
with a very short a~tention span and a high-strung
temperament. • • •
There are more males with this behavior than females.
Approximately eight boys for every girl are hyperactive.
Dr. Sugarman says hyperactivity can be the result of many
causes.
However, most hyperactivity behavior is due to a neuro-
logical disorder of an organic brain dysfunction. The
most common cause of this dysfunction is that the baby's
brain received insufficient oxygen, either before birth,
during (as the result of a head injury~brain infection,
brain tumor or certain rare diseases. Neurological" prob-
lems can be inherited or can be after-affects of such
illnesses as pneumonia, mumps, measles, chicken pox,
1Mark A. Stewart, M.D. and Sally Wendkos Olds,
Raising a Hyperactive Child (New York, Evanston, San Fran-
cisco, and London, 1973), p. 3.
2Ibid•
3Gerald I. Sugarman, M. D. and Margaret N. Stone,
Your Hyperactive Child (Chicago: Henry Regnery Company,
1974), p. 1.
3or meningitis. An organic brain dysfunction does not
necessarily cause a handicapped life. Through proper
treatment and special procedures, other' parts of the
brain'can be trained to take over the affected parts,
allowing the child to lead a normal life. Also, brain
dysfunction does not necessarily affect. the intelli-
gence centers of the brain. Most hyperactive children
are of no~al or superior intelligence. l
Purpose
The apparent confusion of what exactly hyperactivity
is and how it is related to foods, additives, dyes and
allergies was the main focus of this paper. Should we
continue giving drugs to children in order to control hyper-
activity, or can hyperactivity be controlled by eliminating
certain foods? Can this be an alternative to drugs?
Medical science has been prescribing drugs for the hyper-
active child for some time. About fifty per cent of the
H-LDs/MBDs (Hyperkinesis-Learning Disabili~y/MinimalBrain
Dysfunction) are on daily drugs, but there are many pros
and cons regarding drugs for this child.
Overview of the Problem
Giving drugs to children with hyperactivity is a
technique medical science has been using for years in an
effort to calm the hyperactive child. Is it necessary to
keep the hyperactive child under drugs in order for him to
be acceptable to our schools and society, or is there ~nother
1 '
Ibid., p. 2.
4means by which hyperactivity can be controlled, namely
diets, and avoidance of certain foods, dyes, and additives?
Limitations
Because of the limited amount of research that has
been done on this current and serious problem, the material
available was also limited.
Abbreviations
Kaiser-Pe~anent
Hyperkinesis-Learning Di~ability
Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Min~mal Brain Dysfunction
Specific Learning Disability
K-P
H-LD
FD&C
MBD
SLD
Summary
The hyperactive child has been discussed along with
a brief di'';~f~llssion of some of the causes of hyperactivity.
Hyperactivity has been contro~le~ with the use of many
different drugs, but medical science now believes that hyper-
activity can be controlled by other means.
Chapter 2 reviews the research on some of these
alternate means.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
"Hyperactivity and Its Causes
The hyperkinetic b~havior disorder was identified
about thirty years ago. l
We often hear of teachers and parents alike who
refer to a behavioral problem child as .being "hyperactive".
Others use the term "hyperkinetic". Do they mean the same
thing? Dr. Suga~an says:
Yes. These words are interchangeable. "Hyper" in Greek
means It above", rt overly", or "more than normal 11 • "Kinetic"
is derived from the Greek word "kinesis", meaning "motion".
Therefore, hyperkinetic, hyperkinesia, and hyperactive
all refer to the most common characteristic of this dis-
order--too much motion. 2
Dr. Sidney Walker, M. D. says:
Hyperactivity, also known as hyperkinesis and minimal
brain dysfunction, is not a disease, it is merely a label
for constellation of signs and symptoms that can occur
for various reasons. • •• I~ has a number of causes.
Without exhaustive diagnostic tests, a physician may
grab for the expedient pill, mask the rea1 problem, and
let the child down.' Hyperactivity has become an epidemic
lC. Hawley and R. E. Buckley, "Food Dyes and Hyper-
kinetic Children," i Academic ,Therapy Quarterly 10 (Fall
1974):27--32.
2suganDan, Your Hyperactive Child, p. 2.
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6in this country. Conservative estimates put the number
of afflicted at about five per cent of all American
school children or almo~t' a million and a half youngsters.
• • •
Even more alarming, ten to fifteen per cent of the students
in some school districts are taking drugs by prescription
from a familI doctor, frequently at the urging of school·
authorities.
Arnold H. Zukow says:
Children in whom the diagnosis is obvious are described
as acting as if they possess an ffinner tornado" •••
they are depicted as the ones who destroy the super-
market, who set fire to sister's hair, the ones with
clenched fists and bared teeth, who seem to appear more
animal than human. 2 "
, The following behaviors are exhibited -in a hyper-
kenetic child:
1.
2.
3.
child
Cannot concentrate effectively;
Distractible;
Usually pay little attention to correction or
punishment. 3
Some of the drugs used in treating the hyperactive
are: "Dexidrine, Methylphenidate, and Ritalin.,,4
lSidney Walker, 101.D., "DrUgging the American Child,
We're Too Cavalier About Hyperactivity," Journal of Learning
Disabilities 8 (June 1975):354-358.
2Arnold H. Zukow, M. D. "Helping the Hyperkinetic
Child," Today's' Education 64 (November 1975)a39-41.
3Hawley~ "Food Dyes and Hyperkinetic Children," p. 27.
7Because of the many different degrees of hyper-
activity, Dr. Paul H. Wender~ M. D. states:
To give an accurate description of a hyperactive child
is sometimes a rather difficult task, not because the
attributes are ,unusual, but because many of the attri-
butes are present in all children to some degree at
some particular time. 1
From the very beginning a hyperactive child is
different. He .has feeding problems, all sorts of sleeping
problems, and is given the name of a "colic" baby.
Dr. Mark Stewart says: "Some children fall asleep
late and with difficulty, awaken frequently, and arise
early; others fall asleep profoundly and are hard to arouse. n2
Being able to identify a child who is hyper~ctive. is
not an easy task. As an infant, the child may do less
sleeping and more crying. The mother may need to spend most
of her time with the infant. It is usually later, perhaps
upon entering school, when either the teacher or neighbors
complain about the child's behavior, that the parents will
realize that the child has some unusual behavior. Dr. Gerald
Sugarman says: "There are many degrees -of hyperactivity,
and each child will vary in his symptoms and impulse control. n3 .
J,'1ender" The HYeeractive Child" p. 7.,
2Stewart" Rai$ing a Hyperactive Child" p. 3.
3Sugarman, YQur ItlJ?eraeti:v:e Ch:i.ld" p. 4.
--. ~",.,._-""_.~- ...,-~~""",\,-----"",~-,,,~
8And, Dr. Stewart agrees, he states:
• • • at one end of the spectrum is a youngster like
Roger, whose behavior is so extreme that he is dangerous
to himself and to those around him. He sets fires; he
locks his mother out of the house;" he hits violently at
his little brothe~. For the sake of everyone's safety,
Roger, at eleven, requires residential placement. At
the other end of the scale is a child like Julie, who at
eight years of age, is getting along well in most areas
of her life. She does have a tendency to talk too much
and to have problems completing school assignments, but
she is otherwise a lively and bouncy charmer. l
- It is sometimes rather difficult to identify some
hyperactive children, and Dr. Stewart states:
The child with a mild "case" of hyperactivity can hardly
be distinguished from an'average child. Much depends
on the expectations and tolerance of. the child's parents
and teachers, and on the way he is raised. • •• The
behavior of hyperactive children is the same 'kind of
behavior displayed by all children, but to a different
degree•••• 2
Dr. Feingold, in his book Why Your Child is Hyper-
active, gives the many patterns of hyperactivity and they
are:
1. Marked hyperactivity and fidgetiness
rocks-wiggles legs
dances-wiggles hands
In infancy, this may be manifested by crib-rocking;
head-knocking.
2. Compulsive aggression
disruptive at home and in school
compulsiyely touches everything and everybody
disturbs other children
cannot be diverted from an action
'commits acts dangerous to own safety
1Stewart, Raising a Hyperactive Child,·p.4.
93. Excitable--Impulsive
behavior is unpredictable
panics easily with temper tantrums which are
usually an expression of frustration
4. Tolerance for failure and frustration is low
. demands must be met immediately"
cries often and easily
5. Short attention span--Unable to concentrate
flits from one project to another
is unable to sit through a school project
is unable to sit through a meal
is unable to sit through a TV program
6. Exceptionally clumsy
poor muscle coordination
eyes and hands do not seem to function togethe~
has trouble buttoning
difficulty with writing and drawing
difficulty with playground activity
7. Poor sleep habits
difficult to get to bed
hard to get to sleep
awakes easily
8. Normal or high IQ, but fails in school
9. Boys are involved 9:1
10. Rarely more than one child in a family
In anyone child, they could all be valid symptoms. All
may apply,' in varying degrees,. in a period of forty-eight
hours, after which none may apply for twelve hours; then
half may apply for the next twenty-four hours. Any four
may apply to one child and not another. •• • 1
....
Concerned parents have asked the question as to
whether or not hyperactivity is more prevalent in a lower
socio~economic group than it is in the higher income bracket
grO\lp. There is no relationship here at all, but the rate
lB. F. Feingold, M. D. 'Vhf Your Child Is Htperactive
(New York: Random House, 1975), 'p • 50.
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does seem to be higher in the lower income group. Perhaps
this is due to nutritional deficiencies, and'untreated
medical problems. Dr. Feingold says:
H~LD/MBD knows no boundaries. Victims can be found in
rich suburbia, in the homes of the middle class and in the
. ghettos. It cuts across all lines without regard to
circumstance or ethnic group.l
Causes
There are a number of other causes of hyperactivity:
• • • it may also be the result of disturbances to the
mother during her pregnancy, among them, malnutrition,
insufficient prenatal care or trauma for example, (being
. beaten by her husband). Other causes for hyperactivity
include pain, parasitic infections, anemia, or allergies,
that the child has suffered. In addition, glandular
disorders such as an underactive or overactive thyroid or
hypoglycemia can produce hyperactive symptoms. 2
Children who are hyperactive do not necessarily need
to IJ(~ on a special diet if they do get adequate and essential
proteins and carbohydrates and fats. Dr. Sugarman states:
••• However, if your child's hyperactivity is caused
by hypoglycemia, or if your child suffers from allergies,
he may need a special diet. Dr. Ben Feingold, Director
(yf the Department of Allergy at the Kaiser Penuanent
l\l·_~{lical Center in San Francisco, has reported that a
restricted, but nutritious diet could replace some drugs
as a way to' treat hyperactivity. He feels that the
solicylates found in food coloring and aspirin shou1d be
avoided. 3
lIbid., p. 58. .
2suga~an, Your Hlperactive Child, p. 3.
3· 8Ibid., p. 3 •
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'vunderlicll sti;l'teS:
• I
The allergic child often behaves as though his brain
is "011 fire u • •• __ ~30mL~ cases of markerl hyperactivity
and decreased attention span clear dramatically under
adeqllate allerg:tc C<lrt·~. Tile probJ.em tnay resllit from
inhalent allergies, or the, ingestion of artificial colors,
flavol",s, or pt"eservatives. 1
BeCal.lSe llyperactivity may l)e CCll.L.ged by Ll sex-linJeed
(lisOl~der 'tllat is transm:tt~t~e(l from mothers,. matlY motl1t1ra 113ve
asked if there is something that can be done during pregnancy
• • • a new baby does not inherit one h\mdred per cent
of the characteristics of both parents. There is a random
of genes lJassed alon{~, provident f()r tIle llwuan race. The
father may predominate or the mother may override. However,
mOt3t of tJle -ti..me tJle child illller'i"Cs ~;l fairly equal number
()f t~}1(~ tr«1.j-t,sfl~onl l)otll I)aren·~.:rf:;. 'fIle Clli],d. d,oes no·t
il111erii:. every vElr'.i.at~;ioll frOlll t~llepa.ren·t.s.
,. • • i?tll"'i;~ller, a Vet ri()~b:iOJl ttllat is llarlclef f d.O\Vl1 may remain
c(llnple't.()ly t.,ilet1t.., Ilr- l)\ltlcirlg' flO r();\(1t:i()11.,tlrri~il it en...
COlltl:be~t'Ei a sr)ecifit~ cheulioal \~lli.c}l tri[;L~erS a disturbance.-
~ ,. • (;11il<lt'ell l'li~~Jlinthi,s sl)eci.. f:tc gt"ou.p suffer advf.)l'Se
l~ea.ct~i.()ns trj.gt':;(~I'(~tl l)y ()11C or Ul01.'tte cll.cmicals contaiIled in
t~he syIl'tl1.eti_cfl.avorings and colorings.
.. • • Cl1il.(lrefl wl)f) (l() not inllt1rj..:t~ ·tIle variation do not
r(~(lct to tIle clleJn.·i,,(~.t}ls.2
Some llyperac.ti'vity may be. caused 'l>y an iron defi..ciency
allemia. This may indicate a nutrii;ioIlal problem unless
has been a factor. Usually, a child that has such a
cond~i.tj~Oll i.s"tIle reSlllt of inadequ,f\te iron stores in tIle
lnot~ller.
_..-.",--_.'_.~-----"""--'~-
l R• c. lvunderlich, "Biosocial FactJors in the Child
'~li, SCl'lOOJ~ Pl~ol)1.clns,u ~~adcr:.Etc Tll(~~~J?~l~lart.or:l:t 10 (Sunla~ner
J~975):389-399.
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Allergic children frequently have a dysfunction of the
cell lining in the gastrointestinal tract which leads to
malabsorption of various nutriti.onal factors including
iron. Furthermore, the presence of iron deficiency anemia
itself can interfere with the absorptive function of the
gut. Irritability and loss of appetite are cardinal
symptoms of iron deficiency, and may lead to 'further
inadequacies.
The problem may result from food allergy, inhalent allergy,
or the ingestion of artificial colors, flavors, or preserv-
atives. l
The allergic individual is lacki~g in vitamins and
minerals even though he has an adequate diet! Also, the
allergic individual has a tendency to accumulate an
excessive amount of toxic mineral.' Dr. Wunderlich states:
"Levels of lead, mercury, and cadmium, as well as copper,
often are found in excess when the hair of the allergic
patient is analyzed.,,2
Hawley says:
There also has been an increased frequency of food
allergic reactions among hyperkinetic children. • • •
The pr~sence of analine coal tar dyes in processed foods
has been found to be related to behavior disturbances in
a significant number of hyperkinetic children. 3
In 1973, Hugh W. S. Power~, a medical doctor, did an
experiment by supplying food elements in the diet of two
hundred sixty children and young adults for the pu~ose
1,vunderlich, lI~iosocial Factors in the Child with
School Problems,"'p•. 393-
2Ibid., p. 394.
3ltawley, IIFood Dyes and Hyperkinetic Children" 11 pp.
27-32.
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of increasing their learning ability. The specific treat-
ment was more or less individualized and a basic program
used in each case was as follows:
1. Limitation of carbohydrates and eXclusion of sugar,
coffee, tea and cola drinks •.
2. Digestive enzymes to enhance use of protein as a
source of glucose.
3. A concentrated vitamin B and A supplement.
4. A complete vitamin-mineral preparation.
5. '~ole adrenal-cortical extrtct and other hormone
supplements when indicated.
This is,an example of one of the representative
cases:
. Ii. 1"., an eight-and-one-half year old boy, was referred
after being on the Dallas Academy program ·for six months
because he continued to be hyperactive, exhibited fatigue,...
sleepiness, and negativeness. On initial examination
he was sullen; soft neurologic performances were accurate;
but there was noticeable jerkiness of motion in many
fine motor functions. After seven months of the above
treatment his. mother commented: "You couldn't live with
him. l~ow l'le is pleasant. lve' ve come a long way. II He
had al~o become a delight in the office, exhibiting a
great sense of hwnor•. His reading level began to in-
crease~ and written reversals .were practically elimi-
nated.
Hyperactive behavior can be related to artificial
colors and flavors. In 1972, Dr. Feingold discussed over
station KPL\-TV, his hypothesis he had about synthetic food
additives and said:
IN. B.. Smith, t1Child Nutrition in a Changing W'or1d,"
Cllildhood Education S1 (January 1975) :142--145.
2:rbid., p. 144.
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• • • synthetic food additives might in some unknown
way, be tampering with the brain and nervous system by
short-circuiting some function in a particular group of
children genetically predisposed to the~e chemicals. l
Dr. Feinfold is convinced that adverse behavior
is the" result of foo"d additives as well as allergies. He
says: "Allergy can be likened to a volcano, remaining
completely dormant for variable periods, or it may steam
and sputter intermittently or persistent1y.u 2
There are many children who are on daily drugs.
Parents and teachers object to tIle use of medication.
One set of alternative approaches is offered by the
Churchill School in New York City which serves "educa-
tional needs of children that are diagnosed as "hyper-
active,n Ithyperkenetic,tr I1brain-damaged,tt "neurologically
"impaired,tt or suffering from flminimal brain dysfunction."
Three programs were presented as an alternative for
drugs for the hyperactive child: sensory-motor training
orthomolecular medicine, and the open classroom approach
to ins'truction.
The sensory-motor training, ecclectic, drawing upon
the works of writers as Ayres, Barsch, Delecato, and
Kephart, were used. Neurological organization procedures,
however, ~ere given special attention. The rationale
for 11,curological organization holds that there are
c:. -tical periods for the appearance of sensory-motor skills
;"111U tllat these generally occur in a certain order. Al-
though some children apparent~y can omit an activity with- .
out displaying later handicaps, presumably because they
are t)le to compensate other ways. }"Iost persons will be
unable to master higher level skills, 'if the basic lower
level skills have not been mastered.
In the treatment of certain types of schizophrenia,
doses of vitamin B3, ranging from three to eighteen gramsper day, have been used in combination with other vita-
mins. The massive doses prescribed for schiz~phrenics be-
came knOlffi as "megavitamin treatment. 1t
1Feingo1d, 'Vhy Your Child is Hyperactive, p. 21.
2Ibid., p. 69.
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Children at Churchill School do not automatically
re~eive "megavitamins". Those who do generally receive
one gram. (per fifty pounds of body weight) of vitamin B~,
one gram of Vitamin Bl, two hundred milligrams of vitam%n
B6, and three grams of Vitamin C per fifty pounds of body
weight. .
However, dietary alterations apply to all students
and are designed to increase the consumption of carbo-
hydrates and food additives.
TIl.e classrooms are divided into "interest areas",
l~11ich"-consist of all necessary materials for pursuing a
particular activity. The teacher works with each pupil
to draw up a Itcontract" each day covering the pupil's
assignments. • • •
The hyperactivity of each pupil is thus channelled
into constructive pursuits. Most learning is done on
an individual basis, but there are also opportunities,
such as 'the Athletic program, for the group to mee~ as a
whole. The curriculum includes mastering of the
, following skills:
Reasoning and problem solving
Conununication
Observing and perceiving
Creativity
1vorl<: study skills
Understanding the world
Developing self-confidence
~Ial<ing decisions
Group functioning
Evaluation and expr~ssion
Learning is carried out in an atmosphere that ~he
pupil is expected to succeed rather than fail, and that
the pupil is regarded as \'1orth\V'hile and intelligent
. rather than worthless and stupid. For the student who
has a negative self-concept, this must be changed before
any J.e~arning can take place. 1
Many people are unaware as to what ingredients are
in a package of cereal, a loaf of ~read, cake mix, or in just
about any pre-prepared packaged food.
IS. Krippner, IlAn Alternative to Drug Treatment for
IIyperactive Children, t1 Academic Tl1.erapy Quar~t:-.erly 10
(Summer 1975):433-439.
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Booth Mooney says:
The Food and Drug Administration ur'ges everyone to It read
tl1.e labels". The label, says the law, must be easy to
'read and understand. If the food is composed of two or
more ingredients, they must be listed by their common
names, and in the order of their prominence in the food.
• • • since most consumers are uninformed as to the
nature and purpose of additives J confusion and suspicion
tend to be created in tl1eir minds if the manufacturer ,-~
is compelled by law to state the chemicallname and con-
centration of the additive which is used.
And,
• • • the FDA requires that labeling must have the
follo\V'ing:
1. Disclosure should be complete, detailed and
specific, in other words not the current practice of
stipulating artificial colors and flavors as simply as
"flavor" and tleolor" without precise specifications.
Adding "raspberry" or F. D. and C, uRed 2 11 would not
overly burden a label but would penmit a physician to
target a specific irritant.
2. Ingredients should be displayed prominently on
the label and not in an obscure or unreadable location,
such as the bleed-off into a bottle cap crimp. One
shoul,] not have to acquire 3-D vision to read labels.
3. Disclosures should be in a typeface that is legible
to the average eye.
4. Labeling should not be misleading, large type
specifying "no artificial preservatiyes tf while hidden in
fine print is l1artificial color and flavor ll • The average
conswner reads the truthful I1no artificial preservatives tl
and often takes for granted that no other synthetics are
in the product. 2 -
lBoothMooney, The Hidden Assassins (Chicago: Follette
Publishing Company, 1964), p. "73.
2feingold, 'Vhy Your Child is HY2eractive, p. 87.
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Dr. Feingold beg~n to link food synthetics to
behavioral disturbances in some children in 1965. At that
time, he was with the Allergic Clinic at the Kaiser-Permanent
Medical Center, San Francisco, Californii. He had treated
a woman who was, suffering from an acute case of hives.
After giving her the allergy tests, with-a negative result,
she was placed on a diet which excluded all of'the causative
factors, her skin condition disappeared within seventy-two
hours. Feingold states:
An artificial food color, such as the chemical tartrazine,
Food, Drug and Cosmetic (FD & C) "Yello\\' # 5" can behave
\\}"ithin the human body in the same manner as a "drug" .
used for medication, a fact some physicians have over-
looked.
Many children have been put on drugs such as Dilatin,
Ritalin, Stelazine, or Dexadrine. These drugs help to
calm the child so that his behavior becomes more controllable,
less distractible, and also to help the child gain more
trself-control ll • But, these drugs, in time, need to be
increased depending on the length of time the child has been
on them, and the child becomes totally dependent on them.
Dr. Feingold, in his effort to caLm do\vo a young
six-year-old male, who was brought to him by his mother,
and who' had not been on drugs, because his mother refused to
IJut him on drugs, decided to place the boy on a 11 special
1Feingold, t~lX Your Child is HyPeractive, p. 6.
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The special diet that he had come up with was the
one he had used on other patients in an effort to calm down
their hyperactivity.
The mother, who was very sure that' what her boy
ate was causing, the adve:rse behavior, was to keep a very
close watch on the boy, as to what he ate and the type of
behavior after eating certain foods.
Dr. Feingold had used this diet thousands of t~es
before and he assured the mother that there was no danger
involved, but he did want he'r to keep a record as to what
he ate 'and drank, what type of behavior 'resulted from cer-
tain foods.
She also was told to stay away from 'all synthetic
colors and flavors.
The experiment began on November 17, 1972, and ended
on Apri'l 16, 1973, at which time the boy showed favorable
results and improvement.
Dr. Feingold's famous diet, known as the K-P Diet,
follo~ls:
TIlE K-P DIET
Two groups of foods are eliminated by the diet:
Group 1 is made up of a number of fruits and two vegetables
(tomato and cucumber). This -group of foods contains natural
salicylates. • ••
Group 11 is made up of all foods that contain a synthetic
(artificial) color or flavor.
Consult the general instruction on. • • before beginning
the diet.
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There are no tests to determine whether a child will show an
unfavorable behavioral response to any food item in either
Group 1 or 11. The allergy skin tests for foods are not
applicable to this problem.
In tIle absence of tests it is necessary to start the diet
by el~inating every food that might disturb the child, from
Group 1 and from those foods not permitted in Group 11.
Group 1
This is the list of fruits and vegetables that contain
natural salicylates. They must be omitted in any and all
forms--fresh, frozen, canned, dried, or as juice, or as an
ingredient of prepared foods.
Tomatoes and all tomato
products
Cucumbers (pickles)
.FRUITS
Almonds
Apples
.Apricots
Berries
BlacI<.berries
Boysenberries
Dooseberries
Raspberries
'~·Stra,vberries
Cherries
Currants
Grapes & raisens or any
product made of grapes
e. g. wine, wine vinegar
jellies, etc.
Nectarines
Oranges (Note: Grapefruit, lemon
and lime are permitted)
Peaches
Plums and Prunes
VEGETABLES
If the child shows a favorable response to the K-P Diet,
after four to six ''feel,s the foods in Group 1 may be .slowly
restored. The intolerance to these foods is usually related to
aspirin-sensitivity. Since aspirin sensitivity in the child
is difficult to detect, a history of such intolerance in the
parents is used as a guide. If one or the ot~er parent offers
a history of aspirin-sensitivity, caut10n must be exercised
in reintroducing tIle fruits and vegetables in Group 1.
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Try foods ,one at a time for about three or four days. If
no unfavorable reaction in the child's behavior is noted,
another food item can be added. This procedure is followed
until all items in Group 1 are tested and those in which
there is no adverse .reaction are restored to the diet.
Group 11
All foods that contain artificial color and artificial
flavor are prohibited. The following list is meant to serve
as a gUide for shopping and food preparation.
It should be emphasized that this diet is not concerned with
food preservatives -except for Butylated Hydorxy Toulene
(BIIT) • An occasional child may show an adverse response to
BHT. '
All foods that contain. artificial color and artificial
flavors are not listed.· Su~h a list is not practical. Do
not use any foods ,that contain these substances.
The safest approach is to carefully read the labels. ~pon
checking in the market, a number of items will be found to
contain no artificial color or flavor.
There are some permitted food items that must be prepared
at l~ome to avoid synthetics. .
From present indications, an individual- sensitive to artificial
colors and flavors must avoid them throughout his life.
NOT PERMITTED
CER.L'\LS
All cereals with artificial
colors and flavors.
All instant-breakfast prep~r­
ations
BAKERY GOODS
All manufactured cakes,
cookies, pastries, sweet
rolls, doughnuts, etc.
Pie cru.~.t:s
Prozen baked goods
Many packaged baking mixes
PERMITTED
CEREALS
Any cereal without
artificial colors or
flavors, dry or cooked
BAKERY GOODS
Any product without artifi-
cial color or flavor,
but most bakery items must
be prepared at home
Ail commercial breaas ex-
cept egg bread and whole
wheat (usually dyed)
All flours
}10T PE~IITTED
LUNCHEON MEATS
Bologna
Salami
Frankfurters
Sausages*
Meat Loaf
Ham, bacon, port*
POULTRY
Any barbecued types
All turkeys with pre-
pared basting, called
"self-basting"; "prepared
stuffing
FISH
Frozen fish filets that are
dyed or flavored; fish
L~icks that ar~ dyed or
flavored
DESSERTS
Manufactured ice creams
unless the label specifies
no synthetic coloring or
flavoring; the same applies
to sherbet, ices, gelatines,
junkets, puddings
All powdered puddings
All dessert mixes
r~1\lavored yogurt
CANDIES
AI-l manufactured types,
hard or soft
BEVER1\(":ES
C:L(ler
1ftlille
Beer
Diet drinl<s
Soft drinl{s
11 instant-breakfast
drinl<:.s
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PE~IITTED
ALL MEATS
ALL POULTRY EXCEPT
STUFFED
ALL FRESH FISH
DESSERTS
Homemade ice cream
without artificial color~
ing or flavoring
Gelatins--homemade from
pure gelatins, with any
permitted natural fruit
or fruit juices
Tapioca
Homemade custards and
puddings
Plain yogurt
CANDIES
Homemade candies." with-
out almonds
BEVERAGES
Grapefruit JU1ce
Pin~apple juice
Pear nectar
Guava nectar
Homemade'lemonade or
limeade from fresh lemons
or limes
* 'ihen colored or flavored usually indicated on the
I)acl-{a.~e 111
NOT PERM:ITTED
BEVERAGES cont1d
Tea, hot or cold
Prepared chocolate milk
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
Oleomargarine
Colored butter
All mint-flavored items
Soy sauce, if flavored or
colored
Cider vinegar
lvine vinegar
Cownercial chocolate syrup
Barbecue-flavored potato,
chips
Cloves
Catsup
Chili sauce
Colored chesses
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PERJ.IITTED
BEVERAGES cont1d
Seven-Up'
l·lill, .
MISCELLANEOUS ITE~B
,.AII cooking oils 'and
fats
Swe~t butter, not colore~
or flavored
Mustard prepared at
_home from pure powder
and distilled vinegar
Jams and jellies made
from permitted fruits,
not artificially colored
or flavored
Honey
Homemade mayonnaise
Distilled white vinegar
Homemade chocolate
syrup for all purposes
All natural (white)
chesses
Practically all pediatric medications and vitamins contain
artificial color and flavors. '~~en medications are re-
quired, a physician should be consulted.
~lost over-the-counter medications contain aspirin, as well
as artificial flavors and colors, e.g., Aspirin, Bufferin,
Excedrin, Alka-Seltzer, Empirin, Empirin Compound, Anacin.
All toothpasts and toothpowder*
All mouthwasl1es
All coughdrops
All throat lozenges
Antacid tablets
Perfumes
* A salt~and-soda mixture can be used 'for cleaning
teeth. Neutrogena soap (unscented) can be sub-
stituted for toothpaste or powder.
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General Instructions
1. Keep a diet diary. Note down everything the child
eats. It is recommended that a diet diary be kept even
after the child shows a good response.
In the event an unfavorable characteristic of the be-
'havior pattern recurs, the diet record will serve as a
checklist to determine whether an infraction has occurred.
Infractions Sllould be rare when the diet is carefully
monitored. 'Vhen they occur, the symptoms may reappear with-
in two or four hours.
lVhenever a change in behavior occurs, suspect an
infraction.
Along with the diary, it is usually helpful to
record the behavioral and scholastic responses.
2. Any fruit or vegetable not on the prohibited list of
Group 1 is permitted. Occasionally a child may have an
individual intolerance to a food item. When suspected, the
food Sl10uld be eliminated. For example, a child may not
tolerate a cereal with the preservative BHT (check the label),
or some types of potatoe chips.
3. All package and container labels should be carefully
checl{ed. For some foods the term If flavor" is used without
specifying artificial or natural. In such cases, do not us,e
the item. If in doubt, do not experiment.
4. 1~:rost "permitted" items are available in the markets.
It is usually not necessary to p~y premium prices at
specialty food stores.
5. Tl1ere are no restrictions placed upon reasonable
quantj..ties of sweets, which are important to most children.
To avoid artificial flavors and colors. it is usually
,necessary to prepare such items at home. These include
most baked goods, e.g., cakes, cookies, pies, pastries and
puddil'lg:S.
Practically all candies on the market have artificial
co ors and flavors added. Candies can easily be prepared at
ll\)l;~e •
Ice cream must usually be prepared at home. There are
some natural ice creams on the market, but their availability
varies with differ'ent regions. It is advisable to check
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carefully with the manufacturer. Inquire specifically about
colors and flavors. Do not be satisfied with the term "Pure".
6. The greatest success is observed lvhen the entire
family adheres to the diet. This should present no special
hardship, since the diet is quite varied and liberal. It
should be noted that the initial restrictions concern only
some fruits and two vegetables. In the majority of cases
these fruits and vegetables can be restored to the diet after
about four to six weeks. The elimination of the nonessential
additives is frequently beneficial to the other members of
the family--both children and adult.
'Afuen the prohi.bited foods are not around the house, .
temptation and the risk of infractions are eliminated. The
all-out effort by all family members serves as an added in-
centive for the child.
7. The diet must be 'adhered to one hundred per cent.
Compliance of eighty per cent or ninety per cent can lead'·to
failure. It is important to remember that often a single
bite or a single drink can cause an undesired response which
may persist for seventy-two hours or more. An infraction
on Sunday and then again on ~vednesday can keep the child in
a persistent state of disturbed behavior, throughout the week.
8. On the average a good response will be observed with-
in seven to twenty-one days.' In some children the favorable
response will be noted as early as the first week, but some-
times as late as seven weeks.
9.' ~,~en behavior-modifying drugs have been prescribed, a
physician should always be consulted before making any change
to the medication. In most cases the drugs can·be
discontinued within two or three -weeks, even with a history
of a~ainistration of the medication for many years. However,
the judgment must be determined by the physician.
10. After the diet has been started, the behavior-modifying
drugs will occasionally stimulate i~stead of quiet the
child. If so, consult a physician.
lFeingold, Why Your Child is HYperactive, pp. 169-177.
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In addition to placing the hyperactive child on
the K-P diet, it was found that megavitamins had some effect
on his behavior. Dr. Allen Cotts l studies in the treatment
of children with learning disabilities and hyperactivity
noted that a majority of children showed improvement after
receiving the megavitamin treatment. Roger J. Williams
of the Clayton Foundation Bi.ochemical Institute (University
of Texas at Austin) states: " ••• that our total environ-
ment includes not only the air we breathe and the water we
1drink but also the food 'we consume. 11. F. Curtis Dohan of
the University of Pennsylvania in his studies says that: .
" ••• removing harmful items from the diet of a disturbed
patient can result in dramatic improvement. 2• • • If
The National Nutrition Survey carried out by the
Dep;:.~tm.ent of IIealth, Education and 'velfare, said:
UI1iversal observations on the dietary habits of
brain injured children, hyperactive children, learning
disabled, and psychotic children have been that these
Cllilclren eat a diet \vl'1ich is highest in cereals, in
carbohydrate foods, in sweets,- and in foods prepared~~'/ith sugar. It 3
1Allen Cot,::', !-1. D. 1Ir-1eg~vitamins: The Orthomolecular
Approach to Behav"ioral Disorders and Learning Disabilities, It
Academic Therapy Quarterly 7 : 245-257•. '
2I~ · 't 251.oJ..a. , p.
3Ibid• , p. 254.
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Food Coloring and Additives
Food Coloring and Dyes
The history of food coloring dates back to 1676,
when:
• • • Sir William Henry Perkins synthesized the color
mauve from coaltar oil. The coloring-industry, as it is
now tod~y, began soon afterward. The synthetic dyes
quickly proved to be superior, in all commercial ways,
to the vegetable and mineral pigments of t~enty centuries.
Foods dyed with synthetics looked delicious and the pub~
lic was not often aware that the same dyes they were
eating were being used to color the cloth on their
bonnets 'and backs.!
The amount of dyes increased, and by 1900 there
\vere about eighty dyes made from coal-tar oil. . No one
really l<:new how many deaths were caused by this use because'
there are no reliable statistics.
It was through the efforts of Dr. Henry Washington
~viley, cllief chemist of tlle Department of Agri~ulture, that
a Food and Drug Act was pushed through Congress. Immediate
enforcement· of a new law began, and all but seven of the
eighty coal-tar dyes were removed or banned.
Dr. Henry ,'vashington \-liley stated that ". • • the
American people are being steadily poisoned by the danger-
oua chemicals that are being added to food with reckless
abandon. n2
1peingo1d, wby Your Child is Hyperactive, p. Ill.
2Ibid., p. 112.
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Studies of food dyes were made in other countires
also. A study was made in Russia in the late sixties on
the Red 2 coloring. It was found that II • • • Red 2 had
caused birth defects, fetal deaths and cancer in labora-
t.ory animals."l This news from Russia creat.ed quit.e a
response. In the February 1973 issue of "Consumer Reports,
tIle follo\-ling l'laS printed:
All women of child~bearing age, especially those in
the first three m(>tltlls of pregnancy, should consider
avoiding artificially colored. non-cola soft drinks--un-
less the label clearly indicated that the product con-
tains no Red 2. That precausion should significantly
reduce exposure to the dye without restricting diet or
medication recommended by your physician. 2
Synthetics
The synthetic taste is a comparativel,y new industry.
J Qcgan in the post-World War II technology boom. Dr.
Feingolr1. says:
In flavor enhancing, by category, there are flavor in-
tensifiers, flavor modifiers and flavor potentiators.
TllC.\ are lIimitD,i"/ion flavorings" and "artificial flavor-
inf.')':; tl, even 11 flavor enzynles,r. ' Only an expert can keep
Ul) '\lith the categories and specific uses. The list of
cheluicals .ttsed in tl1.e synthetics occupies an inch of" a
handbool< 1:.11(~ ;:ldditives. 3
IFeingold, 1fl1Y Your Child is HyPeract.ive, p. 113.
2Ibid., p. 117.
3Ibid. I p. 123.
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Additives
Additives have increased in ~umber greatly. It was
estimated that the number had increased to 3,800 in 1971.
Hundreds of noncolor, nonflavor additives do odd and
often essential jobs in the food supply. In addition to
the comparatively few nutrient supplements, there are
chemicals to control acidity and alkalinity, foaming,
moisture content, firming agents, maturing agents, anti-
cal<:ing agents. There are trbuffers lf and "binders" and
"bleaches" and "testurizers tt • In the separa·tors, or
trsequestrants tr , there are chelClting agents and metal
scavengers~ emulsifiers and stabilizers. Randomly,
sulphur dioxide does its work in dried fruit by helpi~g
to maintain color; methyl bromide helps to prevent in-
sect infestation in dry cereals. l
Often a new additive is introduced to the general
public, before medical science and even the FDA knows too
111ucl1 about it because it is introduced in different terms.
There have been claims made that the additives we are con-
surning are in such small amounts that they cannot hurt us.
Dr. Feingold says:
.\'le: cannot safely predict that any part per million or
billion or trillion will not have an effect on certain
individuals or on all individuals. Until we obtain more
facts, \~e really don1t know what is going on in the
human brain or in the nervous system, and how chemicals, 2
both natural and synthetic, might affect these mechanisms.
The so-called additives:
Cyclamates, the noncaloric sweeteners, were considered
"safe tf until 1969. Within the group of cychlohexylsul-
famates were· calcium cyclamate, magnesium cyclamate,
potassium cyclamate and sodium cyclamate. They were used
1
.4 Ibid., p.127.
2Ibid., p.137.
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to artificially sweeten such items as canned peaches;
soft drinks, apricots, pears, cherries, frui~ cocktail,
figs and pineapple, fruit preserves and jams., They
were also combined with saccharin. 1
It became the end of the cyclamate industry when
the FDA:
• • • revealed that tests had shown gross abnormali-
ties in chicken embryos developed from eggs injected
with the sweetner•••• 2
Dr. Feingold has done a vast amount of research.
He has researched many facets, but there remain many
untouched areas. It will perhaps take many many years
before it is completed, and the cost will be tremendous
before more is discovered about hyperactivity and its
relationship to foods, dyes, and additives. The steps made
have aroused a deeper interest and concern to medical
science, parents and others who in some way or another are
associated ''lith l1.yperactivity.
Not all of Dr. Feingold1s patients were successful
with the K-P diet. Perhaps it could have been that the
pare~ts of the child do not adhere to the diet or fo~ some
other uru~nolvn reason.
However, I'm inclined to think that if fifty percent,
even twenty-five per cent, of the H-LDs will respond to
inexpensive dietary management, it is well worth the
fcunilyr s effort. If the children of this particular
group--apparently reacting to food 'additives--can be taken
off drug therapy and permitted to lead. normal lives at
l Ibid., p. 131.
2r .. "'dGl,r., p. 132.
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home and in school, enabling enough concentration to
climb out of the "learning disability" trap, the ad-
mitted bother and kitchen nuisance becomes both pro-
ductive and rewarding. l
Dr. Feingold gives this advice to the parents of
II-LDs '-tho have children on the K-P Diet: tt IF you look
tit tI'le label and you 1 re suspicious, don 11:, use the product.
One mouthful can upset the child.,,2
A research was conducted in the nueropsychology
and pediatric neurology sections of the Department of
Neurology and the Department of Psychology at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin-Madison•. The findings were in dis-
agreement. with those of Feingold:
Preliminary findings from an ongoing investigation
of possible effects of artificial food flavors and
colors upon the behavior of hyperactive children were
reported Friday,'January 30, in Naples, Florida, at
c annual meeting of The Nutrit~on Foundation.
The observational data collected on a number of
..; ·;1a.,,\rj_ors in tl"le classroom (inclUding attentive, dis-
rL~ <~, and restless bellaviors) and in a standardized
J.abo.c.,;.cory (grid room) task yielded very few ratings of
improvement in association with the experimental diet.
Prelj~nlil1.ary statistical analysis. of these data has been
completed, and no statistically significant diet effect
was apparent. 3 .
Parents of the hyperactive child feel that nothing is
being done about this problem and also " ••• doctors don't
l Ibid., p. 72.
2Ibid., p. 90.
311Food Additives and Hyperactivity in Children, II
Research cO!lduC'ced by Department of Neurology and Department
of Psychology at University of Wisconsin-Madison.
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understand, education doesn l t understand, and teachers are
not sympathetic."l
But as a whole, between federal, state and private agen-
cies, and through grants to dozens of institutions in
numerous fields, there is an unprecedented effort being
channeled townrd aiding this stricken child. Dismaying
though, to all concerned, is the realistic time factor
involved in the entire research effort. Even with hig4
priorities, the designing of I1cause and effect" studies
and controls, the development of the models and finally
the testing phases could take years. For instance,
narrowing the area to food additives as a possible cause
for some patients or attempting to establish a cause-
effect relationship on a compound-by-compound basis might
take from ten to fifty years simply because of the numbers
of chemicals involved (more than two thousand estimated
fo possible direct ingestion). The cast would be
considerable. l..1:ean\'lhiJ.e, any delay, whether t\'lO years
or ten, will see the graph move steadily upward if
current statistics are at all valid. Another million
llyperactive -learning disabled children could be strl1gg--
ling for survival at the end of five years. 2
'-.
lpeingold, Why Your Child is Hyperactive, p. 148.
2Ibid., p. 150.
CHAPTER III
S~'1ARY
The hyperkinetic behavior disorder was identified
about thirty years ago.
The terms 1Ihyperactivej' IIhyperkinetic"" and "hyper-
kinesis are interchangeable.
Because of the many degrees of hyperactivity, it
is sometimes a difficult task to describe the hyperactive
child and each child will vary in his symptoms and impulses.
Hyperactivity knows no boundries, victims can be'
found in rich suburbia, in the middle class home, and in
the ghettos.
Among the many causes of hyperactivity allergies
are included. Research has been done in the field of
allergies to foods, dyes, additives, and preservatives.
The history of food coloring dates back to 1876.
Children have been receiving drug treatment in an
effort to control their hyperactivity for some time already,
but there are alternative methods which have been proven
successful.
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Besides the method used at the Churchill School
in New York City, Dr. Feingold, Director of the Departmen~
of Allergy at the Kaiser-Permanent Medical Center in
San Francisco, has reported that a restricted, but
nu-tritiolls diet, could replace some drugs as a way to
treat hyperactivity.
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